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Programme

Saturday 30 April 2022 (9.00 am – 1.00 pm NZST)
9.00 am

9.15 – 9.45 am
9.45 – 10.15 am
10.15 –10.45 am

Welcome: Anthony Wright, Director Canterbury Museum
SESSION ONE (CHAIR: JULIA BRADSHAW)
Dr Simon Nathan (Wellington)
Dr Rosi Crane (Dunedin)
Prof Dr Paul Scofield (Christchurch)
Break (15 mins)

11.00 am – 11.30 pm
11.30 – 12.00 pm
12.00 – 1.00 pm

SESSION TWO (CHAIR: SASCHA NOLDEN)
Julia Bradshaw (Christchurch)
Dr Simon Nathan (Wellington)
Speaker discussion. Questions and Answers (written questions only)

Sunday, 1 May 2022 (9.00 am – 1.00 pm NZST)
9.00 am

9.15 – 9.45 am
9.45 – 10.15 am
10.15 – 10.45 am

Welcome: Dr Ursula Rack, Austrian Honorary Consul, Christchurch
SESSION THREE (CHAIR: SASCHA NOLDEN)
Dr Johannes Mattes (Vienna)
Prof Dr Marianne Klemun (Vienna)
Prof Dr Martin Krenn (Vienna)
Break (15 mins)

11.00 – 11.30 am
11.30 am – 12.00 pm
12.00 – 1.00 pm
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SESSION FOUR (CHAIR: PAUL SCOFIELD)
Dr Mathias Harzhauser (Vienna)
Dr Sascha Nolden (Wellington)
Speaker discussion. Questions and Answers (written questions only)

Introduction

Anthony Wright
Anthony Wright has been Director of Canterbury Museum since
1996. He trained as a botanist, becoming Curator of Botany at Auckland Museum in 1980. He progressed through wider collections
management and assistant director roles culminating in periods as
redevelopment director and acting museum director. Anthony is
Chair of Christchurch’s Public Art Advisory Group, Deputy Chair of
the Antarctic Heritage Trust, President of the NZ Botanical Society
and a trustee of several science, arts and cultural trusts.

Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa
Piki mai, kaki mai, tauti mai ki Te Whare Taonga o Ngā Pākihi Whakatekateka o Waitaha
Tihei mauriora
Ngā mihi nui ki a koutou
Ko ahau te Tumuaki o Te Whare Taonga.
Ko Anthony Wright ahau
Nō reira, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa
Welcome, thrice welcome to Canterbury Museum, this great house of treasures on the edge of
the Canterbury Plains.
A very warm welcome to this online hui celebrating the 200th birthday of Sir Julius von Haast –
geologist, explorer, botanist, writer – and founder and first director of Canterbury Museum. A
special welcome to all our speakers and contributors, particularly those from Austria. Haast’s
story and his Austrian connection is central to the story of Canterbury Museum and the Waitaha
Canterbury region.
Geology specimens Haast gathered in his travels throughout Aotearoa New Zealand are the
foundation of the Canterbury Museum collection.
Haast, the geologist and explorer, was keen to share his knowledge. On 3 December 1867, he
opened to the public a display of 7,887 natural history objects in the Canterbury Provincial
Council Buildings. A purpose-built Museum opened 3 years later on our current Rolleston Avenue
site. By then, Haast’s collection had grown to about 25,300 objects with more than 16,000 then
on display.
Today, Canterbury Museum cares for a collection of more than 2.3 million objects, including a
quarter of New Zealand’s national collection.
Haast originally travelled to New Zealand in 1858 to investigate whether the country was
suitable for German immigration. Within days, he had met and formed a lifelong friendship
with Ferdinand Hochstetter, the geologist on the Austrian Novara scientific expedition. Haast
travelled with Hochstetter on all his New Zealand journeys.
Hochstetter would later become superintendant of the Imperial Natural History Museum in
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Vienna, exchanging natural history specimens with his colleague Julius Haast on the other side
of the world in Canterbury, New Zealand.
It is thanks to these exchanges that the Natural History Museum in Vienna houses one of
the largest collections of moa fossils and skeletons outside Aotearoa New Zealand. The moa
skeletons were a star attraction when this museum opened to the public in 1889.
Exchanges of moa bones and bird skins with the museums of Europe, and purchases from other
institutions, enabled Haast to bring to Christchurch objects of wonder from around the world –
exotic natural history specimens, ethnology treasures and antiquities from the ancient world.
Haast’s interests were wide and varied. The first exhibition held in the Museum in 1870 was
an art exhibition. He was a founding member of the Canterbury Society of Arts and was, by all
accounts, an accomplished violinist with a good voice who enriched the local musical scene.
Haast was ambitious, actively seeking recognition for his achievements and through him the
institutions and public good causes that he championed.
In Haast’s lifetime, Canterbury Museum became one of the leading museums in the Southern
Hemisphere.
Haast’s achievements were formally recognised in honours from Britain. Emperor Franz Joseph I
of Austria knighted him for his outstanding services to the exploration of New Zealand and his
exceptional donations of objects to Austria.
Haast’s legacy and his contribution to science and learning in colonial New Zealand are
evidenced in Canterbury Museum, as well as in the names of a number of birds, plants and
insects. The most famous of these is, of course, Haast’s Eagle, the giant raptor known to Māori as
pouakai.
A glance at a map of New Zealand provides more evidence of Haast’s lasting impact on this land
with names including Haast’s Pass and Haast River, as well as Franz Joseph Glacier – named by
Haast after the Austrian Emperor.
Saturday 30 April 2022 marks 193 years since Hochstetter was born in Esslingen, Württemberg
and Sunday 1 May 2022 is 200 years since Haast’s birth in Bonn, Prussia.
In putting the spotlight on Haast’s life it is also important to acknowledge that he was a product
of his times and of colonialism. Some of his actions are not quite what we would do today,
particularly in acknowledging tangata whenua and the information that they shared with him.
I look forward to learning more about the outcomes of the symposium and to gaining a greater
understanding of Sir Julius von Haast.
My special thanks to the conference organising committee – Sascha Nolden, George Hook,
Simon Nathan and Museum curators Julia Bradshaw and Paul Scofield – and to the behind-thescenes team at Canterbury Museum.
My very best wishes for a wonderful symposium continuing Haast’s tremendous legacy.
Kia ora koutou
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Willkommen | Welcome

Dr Ursula Rack, CF, FRGS
Österreichische Honorarkonsulin von Christchurch
Winston Churchill Memorial Fellow
Adjunct Fellow/Polar Historian
Gateway Antarctica
Te Kura Aronukurangi | School of Earth and Environment
University of Canterbury
Email: ursula.rack@canterbury.ac.nz

Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa
Haere mai
Herzlich willkommen zu der besonderen Konferenz anlässlich des 200. Geburtstages von Julius
von Haast. Mein Name ist Dr. Ursula Rack. Ich bin die österreichische Honorarkonsulin für die
Südinsel Neuseelands und studierte und praktizierende Historikerin. Mein Spezialgebiet sind die
Polarregionen. Mein Mann und ich leben nun seit 2006 in Neuseeland und so bin ich mit beiden
Welten vertraut.
Julius von Haast symbolisiert eine starke Verbindung zwischen Neuseeland und Österreich.
Durch seine Initiative gibt es in Neuseeland den Franz Joseph Gletscher und Hochstetter
Gletscher (oder was noch davon übrig ist). Auch die Gemsen sind in Neuseeland angesiedelt
worden, nachdem Kaiser Franz Joseph einige dieser Tiere als Geschenk gesendet hat. Dies sind
jedoch nur die äusseren sichtbaren Hinweise dieser Verbindung. Die Freundschaft zwischen
Julius von Haast und Ferdinand von Hochstetter war speziell in der wissenschaftlichen
Ebene angesiedelt und durch die österreichische Novara-Expedition sind auch noch andere
Wissenschaftler hier tätig gewesen.
Die Konferenz hat ein sehr umfangreiches Programm und ich hoffe, dass die anschliessenden
Veröffentlichungen eine weite Leserschaft finden.
Ich wünsche Ihnen allen einen problemlosen Verlauf der Konferenz und dass neue
Freundschaften und Kollaborationen zwischen meinem Heimatland und meiner zweiten Heimat
geknüpft werden. Ich hoffe auch, dass die nächste Zusammenkunft wieder in gewohnter Art und
Weise stattfinden kann, wo die gemeinsamen Erlebnisse bei gutem Essen und ungezwungener
Atmosphäre ausgetauscht werden können.
Nō reira
Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou tēnā tatou katoa

Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou katoa
Haere mai
A warm welcome to this special conference celebrating the 200th birthday of Julius von Haast. My
name is Dr Ursula Rack. I am the Austrian Honorary Consul for the South Island of New Zealand
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and I am a trained professional historian, specialising in the polar regions. My husband and I
have lived in New Zealand since 2006 and so I am very familiar with both worlds.
Julius von Haast symbolises a strong connection between New Zealand and Austria. Because
of his initiative, we have the Franz Joseph Glacier and Hochstetter Glacier in New Zealand (or
what is still left of it). The chamois, gifted by Emperor Franz Joseph, is also a part of nature here
in New Zealand. These, however, are only the visible symbols of this connection. The friendship
between Julius von Haast and Ferdinand von Hochstetter was based on a shared scientific
interests. The Novara Expedition brought other scientists and researchers to New Zealand.
The conference has an ambitious programme and I hope that the resulting publications from this
event will find a broad readership.
I wish you smooth proceedings for the conference and that new friendships and collaborations
will be formed between my homeland Austria and my new home New Zealand. I am looking
forward to the next conference, and that it will be a face-to-face event where the special
bond between Austria and New Zealand may be celebrated with good food and in a relaxed
atmosphere.
Nō reira
Tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou tēnā tatou katoa

College & Museum Chch. Photograph of Canterbury College and Canterbury Museum, Christchurch, 1882. Nolden &
Nolden 2012, p177
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Julia BRADSHAW
“…never anybody has been in that part of the country” Contextualising
Haast’s Journey over Tioripātea (Haast Pass)
Julius von Haast has been widely credited with “discovering” Haast Pass and his words, quoted in
the title, are an example of Pākehā blindness to indigenous knowledge and occupation. The pass,
previously known as Tioripātea, was well known by Māori and its existence was noted on maps
published in 1851 and 1858.
Surveyors Edward Jollie and William Young attempted to find the pass in 1859 but were
unsuccessful. After the discovery of gold in Otago in 1861 there was great interest in finding a
route to the West Coast. Symms and Sutcliffe, Patrick Caples, Captain Alabaster, James Hector,
Charles Cameron and others spent time searching for a way to the West Coast. In relation to
Tioripātea, the most significant man is Cameron who sent details of his explorations to both the
Otago and Canterbury Provincial Governments, hoping for a financial incentive to continue his
exploring.
Although no support was forthcoming, Cameron started out again in early January 1863, in
advance of Haast. Both men had information from Māori about a pass from Lake Wanaka but
the journeys they made were very different affairs. Cameron travelled fast, alone and with few
provisions whereas Haast had four companions, a lot of equipment and, at least initially, ate very
well.
From his own description, Cameron travelled over what is now known as Māori Saddle at the
head of Blue River and into the Okuru River catchment, a route that Māori preferred to the long
trek down the Awarua (now Haast) River.
Cameron claimed to have reached the West Coast on about 24 January, by which time Haast had
only just crossed Tioripātea. It is likely that Cameron saw Tioripātea before Haast but doubtful
that he actually crossed it. Cameron returned to Makarora on 29 January after a journey of 3
weeks while Haast and his party took 6 weeks and did not return to Makarora until 2 March 1863.
Though neither man “discovered” the pass they were both keen to receive credit for doing so and
there has been significant debate over who was first. This paper examines the journeys made by
both men and discusses their respective contributions.

Julia Bradshaw is currently Senior Curator Human History at Canterbury
Museum, Julia Bradshaw has worked in museums for about 27 years. Julia has a
background in South Island history and has a special interest in New Zealand’s
gold rushes, Chinese migrants, women and remote places, and she has had five
books published on these topics. She is fascinated by accounts of exploration,
isolation and hardship and is currently researching the lives of women during the
gold rushes.
jbradshaw@canterburymuseum.com
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Dr Rosi CRANE
Rivalry and Cooperation: Haast and the Otago Museum

Although not directly responsible for building the Otago Museum or its collections, Julius
von Haast (1822–1887) exercised a surprising influence over Dunedin. From surviving
correspondence in scattered archives, it is clear that the relationship between the Canterbury
and Otago Museums was complex. Haast and his contemporaries collected museum specimens
to fill their respective cathedrals of science at a time when museum building was a global
enterprise.
The first Otago curator, Captain F W Hutton (1836–1905) had a love-hate relationship with Haast
through the 1870s, but called on him to help the southern museum in a variety of ways. For
instance, by trading specimens, by sending Otago’s taxidermist to learn from Andreas Reischek
(1845–1902) and by providing information on opening hours. Hutton fomented interprovincial
rivalry between the provincial councils in a more-or-less successful attempt to get the Otago
bureaucrats to provide funds. He copied Haast’s approach with his successful exploitation of
moa bones from Glenmark Swamp when a similar stash was found not far from Dunedin. Hutton
argued with Haast over some of his ideas to the exasperation of the older man.
The second Otago curator, Thomas Jeffery Parker (1850–1897), was less argumentative and
sought Haast’s help with selling specimens at the Indian and Colonial Exhibition in 1886 when
Haast was the commissioner. Parker used an innovative technique to preserve cartilaginous
fish and internal organs of various mammals. Haast sold fish and invertebrates preserved by
this technique to natural history museums in London and Dublin, where they remain, proving
that both Dunedin and Christchurch were part of a flourishing global trade in natural history
specimens.

Dr Rosi Crane is Honorary Curator History of Science, Otago Museum. After a
well-regarded career as a film librarian, working initially for the BBC’s Natural
History Unit in Bristol and latterly for Natural History New Zealand in Dunedin, Rosi
returned to tertiary study. She put her working knowledge of zoology to good use
to throw light on the career of Thomas Jeffery Parker FRS for her doctoral research.
A member of the first generation of trained zoologists to seek employment in the
colonies, Parker arrived, in 1880, to take up a joint appointment at the University of
Otago and Otago Museum.
Since 2015, when her PhD was awarded, she has been following in his footsteps
at the museum and currently holds the title Honorary Curator Science History.
Her largely biographical research now extends to the specimens acquired for the
museum as well as the people involved.
Rosi has published several research papers and, continuing in the tradition of
museum work, also articles for non-specialist audiences. More broadly Rosi is
interested in the nexus of colonial science, culture and art, particularly as it played
out in the late-nineteenth century worldwide phenomena of museum building. She
is currently working on a book-length history of the early years of Otago Museum.
rosicrane@gmail.com
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Dr Mathias HARZHAUSER | Dr Stefanie JOVANOVIC-KRUSPEL | Dr Ursula
B GÖHLICH
Haast, Hochstetter and the Viennese Moa
The Natural History Museum in Vienna (NHMW) houses one of the largest collections of fossil moa
from New Zealand, including ten mounted skeletons. The Viennese moa are linked to the Austrian
Novara Expedition (1857–1859), Ferdinand von Hochstetter and to Julius von Haast. A few weeks
before departure, Ferdinand von Hochstetter (1829–1884) visited the British Museum in London
and saw a moa from New Zealand. Already then, he hoped to bring back such treasures for the
Austrian museums. New Zealand’s extinct giant birds were the hottest topic in palaeontology at
the time. The first fragment of a moa bone had arrived in 1839 in London and was described by the
British palaeontologist Sir Richard Owen (1804–1892).
When Hochstetter arrived in New Zealand and met the German Julius Haast (1822–1887) and noted
in his diary, “It was a particularly fortunate coincidence, that I should also find a brave German
here, who became my inseparable travelling companion, I mean my friend Julius Haast.” This was
the beginning of a lifelong friendship and in the fate of both men the mysterious moa was to play
an important role. In the summer of 1859, Hochstetter and Haast travelled to the Nelson Province
to examine the gold- and coalfields. In the Aorere Valley they found a deposit of moa remains.
Hochstetter instructed Haast with successive excavations, in which Haast unearthed several
complete skeletons. One skeleton was donated by the Nelson Provincial Museum to the Austrian
Geological Survey and Hochstetter gave a talk about the moa on 18 February 1861. The skeletons
were initially displayed in the Novara Museum but after its closure in 1865, 140 moa bones went to
the Imperial Court Natural History Collections in Vienna, the predecessor of the NHMW.
In 1873 the moa was a highlight of the Vienna World Fair. In 1876 Hochstetter was appointed
director of the new NHMW and another collection of bones and a complete skeleton were donated
by Hochstetter. Five mounted skeletons were acquired in 1884, again coming from Canterbury
Museum as a donation by Haast. When the NHMW opened in 1889, the moa skeletons were without
a doubt THE stars of the exhibition. Several mounted skeletons of different species were presented
in the largest and most prominent exhibition hall. A large oil painting showing two moa decorates
the room to this day.
Dr Mathias Harzhauser is Head of the Geological-Paleontological Department
of the Natural History Museum Vienna (Austria). As such he is responsible for the
fossils that were collected and sent to Vienna by Ferdinand von Hochstetter and
Julius von Haast in New Zealand. His research focuses on the paleogeography of
Eurasia during the last 30 million years.
mathias.harzhauser@nhm-wien.ac.at
Dr Stefanie Jovanovic-Kruspel is an art historian and communication scientist.
She is Deputy Head of department of the Archive of Science History at the Natural
History Museum Vienna and curator of the museum’s Hochstetter collection.
stefanie.jovanovic@nhm-wien.ac.at
Dr Ursula B Göhlich is the Curator of Vertebrate Palaeontology at the Natural History Museum of Vienna since 2007.
She received her PhD in 1997 from the University of Munich (Germany) followed by several post doctoral projects,
eg at the University of Lyon (France) as an Alexander von Humboldt Fellow and at the Natural History Museum of
Los Angeles (USA). Since 2011, she is also an Associated Professor for Palaeontology at the University of Munich. Her
areas of specialist research interest are in European Neogene proboscideans and birds, taxonomy, biogeography,
biostratigraphy, and paleoecology, but also other vertebrate groups and topics.
ursula.goehlich@nhm-wien.ac.at
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Prof Dr Marianne KLEMUN
Haast, Hochstetter and New Zealand at the 1873 World Exhibition in Vienna

World exhibitions were platforms of nationalism, imperialism, consumerism, the exotic,
technical advance and sciences. Semantically and visually, monumentalism, abundance, speed,
figures, statistics, expansion and topicality were associated with each other and merged into
a phantasmagoria. World exhibitions were heightened through the signs of the new epoch,
through steel and glass, both owing their significance to the idea of progress. Entertainment
through knowledge presentation and identity-creating patterns of competition and comparison
between nation states were striking phenomena, marking a new level of internationality. The
World Exhibition in Paris in 1878, for instance, was held at the same time and hand in hand with
the International Geological Congress. This is indicative of the close connection between science
and politics in this format.
Like Persia and the Ottoman Empire, New Zealand played a greater role at the 1873 World
Exhibition in Vienna than ever before. As one of forty British colonies, out of which only eleven
were represented in Vienna, New Zealand showcased natural objects, maps and landscape
illustrations. Its representation was particularly shaped by Julius von Haast’s and Ferdinand
Hochstetter’s joint research in New Zealand and their friendship beyond these research trips.
Hochstetter was involved in the organizational body of the Viennese World Exhibition and
influenced its design, while Haast as the director of Canterbury Museum contributed sensational
exhibits. Thus the results of their scientific activities permeated New Zealand’s representation
at the World Exhibition in Vienna. At the same time, the organisation of the exhibition was
determined by hierarchical structures and influenced by various interests, which did not meet
the scientific intentions of the naturalists.
The World Exhibition was accompanied by intense self-promotion and attracted a huge media
response. Thus its reception can be distinguished from the organisers’ intended aims and
motivations. Based on contemporary press coverage, this paper examines the differences
between public perceptions in Vienna and the organisers’ objectives.

Prof Dr Marianne Klemun (PhD in Modern History, University of Vienna) has
been a Professor at the Department of History at the University of Vienna since
2002, with more than 200 publications in history of science (Early modern times,
eighteenth and nineteenth century). From 2006 to 2012, she was Vice Dean of the
Faculty of Historical and Cultural Studies of the University of Vienna, and from
2016 to 2020 Secretary General of the International Commission on the History of
Geological Sciences. Her research fields include cultures, practices and political
contexts of the history of natural history, spaces of knowledge, communication
and circulation (geology, botany and gardens, travelling and collecting).
marianne.klemun@univie.ac.at
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Prof Dr Martin KRENN
Searching for the “von”: Details of the Elevation of Julius von Haast to the
Austrian Nobility
The paper deals with a detailed aspect of Julius von Haast’s biography: his elevation to the
Austrian nobility in 1875. Haast, who by this time was living in New Zealand, was knighted by
Emperor Franz Joseph I because of his outstanding services to the exploration of New Zealand
and his exceptional donations of objects to Austria and its natural history collections (especially
three moa skeletons). Henceforth, he was entitled to style himself “von Haast”. This biographical
detail about Haast has been continuously mentioned in research, but so far without going into
greater detail (see for instance Gebhardt, 1969: 224 or Maling, 2017).
Based on the archival documents in the Austrian State Archives (repository of aristocratic
files), the historical process that led to the award of the title of nobility to Julius von Haast will
be examined more closely in the submitted contribution. In this context, Julius von Haast’s
correspondence with Ferdinand von Hochstetter, prepared by Sascha Nolden, will be of
particular importance (Nolden, 2013: 164 onwards).
References
Gebhardt L. 1969 Zur Geschichte der naturwissenschaftlichen Erkundung Neuseelands (Der
Anteil mitteleuropäischer Forscher im 19. Jahrhundert). Bonner Zoologische Beiträge, vol. 20,
pp219–227
Maling P B. 2017. Haast, Johann Franz Julius von. Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, first
published in 1990, updated October, 2017. Te Ara – the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, https://
teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/1h1/haast-johann-franz-julius-von (accessed 27 February 2022)
Nolden, S. 2013. The letters of Ferdinand von Hochstetter to Julius von Haast. Miscellaneous
Publication 133K. Wellington: Geoscience Society of New Zealand.

Prof Dr Martin Krenn studied history, philosophy and archival science at
University of Vienna, Humboldt University Berlin and Sorbonne University
Paris. Since 2020 he has been Head of the Archive for the History of Science at
the Natural History Museum Vienna. He has various publications in the fields
of contemporary history, regional history (especially Austrian regional history
“Burgenland”), and history of science.
martin.krenn@nhm-wien.ac.at
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Dr Johannes MATTES
Working from Overseas: Julius von Haast and European Scientific Societies
on the Other Side of the Globe
This paper examines the institutional communication networks in which Julius von Haast
implicated himself and provides novel insights into the scientific-diplomatic strategies with
which scientists from overseas collaborated with their colleagues in Europe. In the second half of
the nineteenth century, scientific societies were one of the most influential modes of scholarly
organisation. They provided the infrastructure to validate knowledge, facilitate international
exchange and channel the discussions amongst their members to the outside world. A
sophisticated system of literature exchange connected the associations’ journals and book series
with the publications of related societies worldwide. Promoted by the political administration
or even the sovereign himself, they often brought state and private interests together. Members
volunteered for large-scale cooperative projects, participated in expeditions, built up enormous
libraries and collections and hosted popular lecture series. As collaborative endeavours,
scientific societies linked together various scholars, institutions, practices and geographies
within which research was conducted.
Overseas members, such as the German-born earth scientist Julius von Haast, who left Europe
for the British Crown Colony of New Zealand in 1858 and pursued his career there, similarly
benefited from the associations’ communicative and political resources. Besides the prestige
of becoming a member, scientists working abroad used a society’s publication series and their
networks for their own knowledge exchange, to facilitate bilateral cooperation, or as a means of
showing symbolic presence. Due to their on-site expertise, and access to field sites and sources,
they compensated for their inability to participate in decision-making processes and meetings
in person. For imperial scientific societies, in turn, the integration of overseas members not only
provided them with a loyal educational class in the remote parts of the Empire, but it became
a means of scholarly acculturation and assimilation. Strengthening the ties between foreign
members and the scientific communities in the European centres helped keeping the emergence
of independence efforts at bay.
By studying Haast’s correspondence with selected scientific societies, this paper determines
the structure, characteristics, and geopolitical and disciplinary orientation of his membership
network as well as the in- or extensiveness of knowledge exchange processes. It analyses the
function of Haast’s involvement in scientific societies and their collaborative endeavours. Was he
an exception or an archetype for other scientists working in remote parts of the empire?

Dr Johannes Mattes is Research Project Leader at the Institute of Culture
Studies and Theatre History of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. He was Visiting
Professor at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (Paris), Visiting
Scholar at Stanford University and York University (Toronto) and is associated
to the Centre for Science Studies of the German National Academy of Sciences
Leopoldina. In 2021 he was awarded the Bader Prize for the History of Natural
Sciences. Mattes is Board Member of the International Commission on the History
of the Geological Sciences and the History of Earth Sciences Society (USA).
johannes.mattes@oeaw.ac.at
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Dr Simon NATHAN | Dr Sascha NOLDEN
The Changing Face of Julius von Haast

Because Haast was a prominent personality in late nineteenth century New Zealand, he was
photographed many times. Eighteen photographs of him have been identified, mainly from
the Haast family collection held in the Alexander Turnbull Library and a checklist of these has
been prepared. Unfortunately several recent publications have used illustrations, supposedly of
Haast, that have been misidentified.
No images of Haast as a young man have been found. The earliest photograph was taken by
Bruno Hamel in 1859, soon after he arrived in New Zealand. Aged 37, Haast is a tall solidly built
man with black hair and a beard. Portraits taken over the next 5 years are similar, including one
taken with his new bride, Mary Dobson, whom he married in 1863. Work-related photographs
show him with the spectacular exhibition of moa skeletons that he organised at Canterbury
Museum. He also appears within a group of notables at the opening of the Colonial and Vienna
Exhibition in Christchurch in December 1872, when his beard had turned grey.
The remaining photographs are of Haast as a much older man, several taken in 1885–1887 when
he was Commissioner at the Colinderies Exhibition in London. An oil painting, commissioned by
Canterbury Museum, was created by Allan Bowles Cambridge soon after Haast’s death, and is
based on these older photographs.
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people and rocks of the West Coast region. Much of his scientific career was
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von Haast’s correspondence during postgraduate research culminated in a PhD
thesis incorporating an annotated scholarly edition of letters. Contributions to
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Dr Simon NATHAN
The Making of a Monumental Biography

The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast is a monumental biography in every sense. Researched
and written by his son, Heinrich von Haast and published in 1948, it weighs 1.8 kg and contains
1,142 pages of text as well as several folding maps. It is one of the largest New Zealand books
ever published.
Heinrich had a successful career as a lawyer, and set about writing the biography in
his retirement, almost 50 years after his father’s death. He had access to all his father’s
correspondence and papers that had been retained by the family (and are now held by the
Alexander Turnbull Library). The text is a detailed chronological account of Haast’s life after he
arrived in New Zealand as well as the events he was involved with and the people he knew. The
final chapters deal with Haast’s naming of topographic features, his recognition of widespread
glaciation in the Southern Alps, alluvial goldfields and the volcanoes of Banks Peninsula.
As a young man Heinrich spent 18 months filling in for his father while he was absent at the
Colinderies Exhibition, and was familiar with many of the Museum issues his father was dealing
with. An experienced lawyer, he was used to summarising complex issues and has done this
effectively in the biography (although often at considerable length). He noted his father’s
weaknesses – a temper and impetuosity that led him into unnecessary arguments – giving a
human side to the story.
The book is so enormous that few people would read it simply as a biography. Today its main
value is as a reference book to the historical issues in mid-nineteenth century science as well as
an account of the development of Canterbury Museum under Haast’s leadership.
Having completed the manuscript of the biography, Heinrich had great difficulty in getting
it published. There were shortages of paper after the war, and no commercial publisher was
interested in such an enormous book. So Heinrich decided to publish it himself, soliciting
subscriptions of three guineas (equivalent to $260 in 2022 values). He stated that this was
successful and by the end of 1949 he was starting to make a profit.
New research and changing concepts have modified some of the conclusions drawn by the
author, but the book remains the definitive account of the life and achievements of Julius von
Haast.

Dr Simon Nathan is a geologist and science historian with a fascination for the
people and rocks of the West Coast region. Much of his scientific career was
at GNS Science, and he was subsequently science editor for Te Ara, the online
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Dr Sascha NOLDEN
The Correspondence of Sir Julius von Haast

This paper describes the correspondence of Sir Julius von Haast (1822–1887) held in the collections
of the Alexander Turnbull Library, reviews examples of letters published to date, and outlines the
concept for a project to prepare a Haast Bicentenary Edition.
The overview of the archival holdings, including their arrangement and description, gives an insight
into the arrangement of the collection, the hierarchical structure of the finding aid and indexing
through name authority terms and how this aids discoverability for researchers. The legacy interfiling
and sorting of letters are noted, with a lack of clear delineation between the main corpus of inward
correspondence and Haast’s autograph collection of letters originally addressed to others, resulting in
blurred provenance and loss of original order.
The review of the publication of letters includes those published during Haast’s lifetime, and
the monumental biography by his son, Heinrich Ferdinand von Haast, published in 1948, which
incorporated a rich selection of excerpts from letters, including translations. Identifying the various
efforts to publish selected letters and editions of correspondence since the collection was donated
to the Alexander Turnbull Library, gives an insight into scholarly engagement with the collection, and
the contribution and added value achieved through published editions in print and digital formats.
In outlining the concept for a project to prepare a scholarly annotated edition of correspondence,
the possible arrangement is delineated, following the major language subdivisions, and within each
language group the arrangement by correspondent in alphabetical order, and the letters of each
correspondent in chronological order. This approach aligns with what was originally attempted and
aimed for in the arrangement of the collection by the Alexander Turnbull Library. The requirements
and various possible roles of contributors to the project are considered, including the tasks of
description, transcription, translation, annotation, proofing and formatting. The options for forms of
output in print editions and encoding for digital publication are considered, and a suggestion for the
hosting of such a digital edition is made.
The fact that the extant collection comprises mostly inward correspondence provides an opportunity
to look at the holdings of other archival institutions to see whether Haast’s outward correspondence
can be identified and integrated into the edition. This would result in a deeper insight into Haast’s
conversations, a fuller understanding of his correspondence networks, and ultimately contribute to a
richer documentation of nineteenth century New Zealand history of science and the life and work of
Sir Julius von Haast.
Dr Sascha Nolden is an archivist who has held the position of Research Librarian
at the Alexander Turnbull Library for 7 years. Research interests in nineteenthcentury letters and diaries include the transcription and translation of these
primary source documentary heritage materials. Early encounters with Julius
von Haast’s correspondence during postgraduate research culminated in a PhD
thesis incorporating an annotated scholarly edition of letters. Contributions to
Haast scholarship include editions of correspondence, preparing the successful
nomination of the Haast Collection for inscription in the New Zealand UNESCO
Memory of the World register, and the Haast Bicentenary Symposium, which was
his brainchild.
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Prof Dr Paul SCOFIELD | Dr Vanesa L DE PIETRI
The Significance of the Jurassic Fossil Collections Exchange by Ferdinand
Hochstetter with Julius Haast.
The last years of the Austrian Empire (1804–1867) were a golden age for geological discovery
and exploration. Whilst the Novara expedition was the most prominent expression of this zeal
for scientific exploration, significant advances in geological theory were being made in Vienna
based on collections throughout Europe. During this period, the foundations of biostratigraphic
theory were being established by French scientists, such as Alcide d’Orbigny, and German
palaeontologists, such as Albert Oppel and Friedrich von Quenstedt, who were refining stages
into biostratigraphic zones, based primarily on ammonites.
Detailed studies of specific faunas, such as the work of the Hungarian Johann Mojsisovics,
were being published in lavishly illustrated monographs and the terms Lias, Jura and Trias (the
predecessors of our Upper and Lower Jurassic and Triassic terminology) were becoming widely
used. It is well documented how Ferdinand Hochstetter taught Julius Haast these techniques
during his “on the job” training in the Auckland and Nelson Provinces and was perfectly
positioned to be able to keep Haast up to date with the current publications through his regular
letters and exchange of papers.
What has not been documented is the importance, size and extent of the representative
collections of these biostratigraphic taxa that Hochstetter sent to Haast.
In this paper we describe these collections, still held by Canterbury Museum, and show that
specimens were collected and labelled by the eminent European palaeontologists mentioned
above. It is further recognised that due to the loss of much of the original material during World
War Two these collections are of international importance.
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Te Kura Aronukurangi. She is the Principle Investigator on a Royal Society of New
Zealand Te Apārangi Marsden Fund funded project examining the paleofauna
from North Canterbury that existed very shortly after the extinction event that
wiped out the dinosaurs.
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Government Buildings Christchurch N.Z. Sep 27 1861 Canterbury Provincial Government Buildings where Haast first
established Canterbury Museum. Photograph by Alfred Charles Barker, 1861. Nolden & Nolden, 2012, p11

Woodcut illustration based on Barker’s 1861 photograph (above) showing Canterbury Provincial Government
Buildings in which Haast originally established Canterbury Museum in 1867. Ferdinand von Hochstetter, New
Zealand. Stuttgart: Cotta, 1867, p511

Julius von Haast (left) and Canterbury Museum taxidermist Frederick Fuller. Photograph by Alfred Charles
Barker, 26 September 1867. Nolden & Nolden 2012, p13

